
 

Metford Road Community Orchard  

Minutes of the Metford Road Community Orchard 
Meeting at 7.30pm, Wednesday 20th Sept 2017  

Meeting held at 61 Metford Road.  

Present: Jon Moore, Karen Moore (secretary), Karen Shergold (Chair), Lewis Stewart, 
Richard Thomas (Membership), Morwenna Jordan, Simon Bingham, Rory Pelota, 
Jaroslav Koshiw and Tamarind Falk (Treasurer). 

 

Minutes and matters arising (Karen S) 

The minutes were accepted as a record of the last meeting.  

 

Work done in last 6 months:  Bamboo, wire on steps, planted blueberries in the 
bath. Refer to the Chair's Report for the AGM 2017 for more details. 

 

Treasurer's Report (Tamarind) 

Last meeting: £519.30  

4th Sept. Total: £631.01 

In: £35 from Get Growing trail. We donated £50 to Get Growing which will mean it 
happens again next year. 

Outgoing: Rent about £250 

Outgoing: For the hedges laying we could spend a maximum of about £250 

 

Membership Report (Richard) 

38 members. 3 new members  

Plan is to keep costs at £12 and £22 for couples  

Tamarind and Richard will find out if people can pay by standing order and how to do 
that.    

Election to core roles: Decision to keep core roles as is  

We would appreciate it if as many people as possible could come to the meetings and 
if people would consider joining the core group or take over core roles in the future.  

 

Hedge laying 

Decision that we will lay the hedge between the orchard and the allotment.  

We got 2 quotes and we decided to go with Malcom Dowling (‘Grandad') who is a 
skilled hedge layer.  

His quote is 40m of hedge to be laid in the North Somerset style for £550. 



 

Metford Road Community Orchard  

We will get some money from some Solicitors Barcan+Kirby and we may also get 
up some funding from the Allotments.   

 

Other jobs 

One tree is diseased between the orchard and the houses and should come down. 
Richard is helping to arrange this with Steven. We should tell the neighbours that we 
are doing this. 

Ad hoc Sunday workday this week from 11am. Priority is apple picking. We can then 
use the apple press between 2pm-4.30pm. Also: Quince fruit and leaves should be cut 
back.     

Bamboo. There are 2 areas to be taken out. 

Horse tails to be cleared. 

Need to clear above the top path. Will dedicate one work day to clear it.  

Mark will be replacing the compost bins. Please do not put brambles or bindweed on 
the compost heap. Put brambles on the pile beneath the rail on the top path, and 
bindweed into the bins under the shelter 

Karen S will get some green manure for the chutney bed.  

Wildflower meadow needs to be weeded. Karen S will buy some seeds. 

Pear tree by the cage is not a proper eater. We should prune it back to make it much 
smaller, but decision not to chop down.  

If anyone would like to make some seating/benches in the tea area that would be 
useful. 

We were asked if we would like to take on a vineyard on another allotment if it were 
offered. Decision not to take it over, but we will publicise it.  

 

Events:  

Farmers market stall. Normally late November/ beg Dec. 

Bonfire on Sunday 29th October. Light fire at 6pm. Tamarind to bring fire pit.   

 
Pub orchard drinks: Wed 11th October, Cambridge 7.30-8pm 

 

Next meeting: Wednesday 14th March 2018 at 7.00 at 61 Metford Road. 

  


